Magnesium For Health

SPECIAL MAGIC
Magnesium In Cartridge

FILTER

Water Without Magnesium

That all waters without added magnesium are dangerous is set to shock water-safety experts worldwide. Watch-Water have been contacted several times form the world of Magnesium experts to introduce our Special Filter which adds Magnesium to Water. All studies have proved that Magnesium deficiency causes heart disease and water with Magnesium treats it.

Hopefully the rest of the world will look at the Press-Release which you can read online and identify the contribution factor of low levels of magnesium in our water to our overwhelming epidemic of heart disease.

Think of Water you are now drinking

- Is it softened extensively?
- Or subjected to reverse osmosis?

Both of these technologies exchange or remove Good Minerals along with the bad? Example Sodium. It’s through our water only that we are supposed to receive Magnesium and all our other minerals like calcium but unfortunately, we no longer have this Luxury. This press release from all scientists. Proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that drinking water without:

Special Magic Filter
Without Magnesium will cause heart attacks!

FOR adding

MAGNESIUM IN Water. The Nutrient That Could Change Your Life

Mg 510
Mg 520

And, since you are not going to find any other source of Magnesium in Your Water, we please request you to install

“Special Magic Filter”
To protect you from many diseases caused by Magnesium deficiency. This synergistic combination of best water and added magnesium covers most of what you require to stay.

HEALTHY AND HAPPY
The SPECIAL MAGIC OF FUTURE

www.watchwater.de